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About This Game

* Playable as a desktop shooter or in VR using the HTC Vive, Oculus Rift and WMR.
* VR mode supports 360 and 180 degree tracking plus step rotation.

* 10,000 maps, ranging from super easy to certain death.
* Play the levels you want, stay on the easy maps or jump to high risk, high reward sectors.

* Collect rewards from completed maps to upgrade a variety of weapons and skills.
* A multitude of different enemies and special map challenges.

* Multiple leaderboards for different game modes.
* Hardcore old-school shooter with rogue-like elements.

An Orcus Research Cartel station orbiting a deep space magnetar has gone rogue. The operating system has killed the crew and
turned them into thanatoids, half dead monsters with a lust for murder. And if that's not bad enough, the corporate A.I. back at

Earth System has triggered the station's self destruct sequence. Your only chance is to fight your way through an army of
weaponized undead and find an escape pod, before time runs out or the thanatoids overwhelm you.

10,000 levels of chaotic science fiction horror that rise inexorably in difficulty. Choose which maps you play, in any order, from
the dead easy beginning sectors to the certain death end sectors. Take on extra challenges for big rewards, and use those rewards
to buy new weapons and survival skills. The maps start small and painless, but sector by sector the challenge mercilessly ramps

up, until at some point they become practically impossible. Where that point is depends on your skill.

Find the escape pods to complete the game, or just keep going and see how far you can get. Rise up on the leaderboards.
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Title: Necro Mutex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Denormalizer
Publisher:
Denormalizer
Franchise:
Necro Mutex
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above.

Processor: Intel Core i5-6400 @ 2.70GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 770, Radeon R9 380.

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Additional Notes: The minimum requirements for normal PC play are not suitable for VR play.

English
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So I got this in the Humble Bundle, and put a fair bit of time into it for a few weeks.

==== Positives:
- It can be fun and every game is different.
- Fast paced gameplay, a lot going on, and you have to really keep track of what people are saying.
- Deducing what's going on and who to trust is pretty cool (but incredibly hard to follow for a new player).
- Some classes are fun to play (but at the same time some others are really boring - Chronomancer and Court Wizard lol)

=== Cons:
- Steep learning curve, it'll take many games for you to see every class and understand how they interact and the logs etc.
- The Neutral Killer classes are very difficult to win or survive with unless you get really lucky early on. Sorceror especially has
no way to take out the King.
- Really toxic player base. Some players are good and friendly to help you improve, but many just want to flame you.
- There are some metas which take the fun out of the game - including but not limited to:
Mystic Meta - everyone claims to the Mystic Day 2, and if your claim isn't convincing you get executed. Not good if you're evil
or a neutral killer.
Twin Vote Meta - Nobles have to consistently prove themselves by wasting their Twin vote ability or they're not trusted (which
is stupid as the Evil equivalent class retains this ability anyway).
King Point Meta - King has to use the Point every day or he gets accused of being an Evil King or Possessed, the problem with
this is once you use the Point, you've wasted your day ability and can't pardon someone with Decide Fate.
Hunter Meta - you have to wolf a random person to prove you're a hunter, which is stupid as they could be Blue Dragon and
youy might not have healers.
- Smallish player base - occasional jumps up due to promos etc, but most of the time you end up playing the same few people
many times.
- Sometimes you can queue for a game for 10+ minutes due to the small player base depending on where you're located. UK day
time seems bad for this.
- Trigger happy mods with the bans. You get reported for nothing by salty players who make bad calls. I just got banned for a
day for calling out a Prince's stupidity in exeing me as the only Hunter claim in a game because I didn't follow the meta above,
and uninstalled it.

I can't see me going back to this but it was fun while it lasted.. Not to hard not to easy, but much faster loading times in this one
compared to the 1st game. Great game. I'm loving it. If you raise the rifle to your face and aim, you actually seem to be more
accurate. The reload mechanics add to the immersion and the difficulty level is a nice gradient, easing you into the mechanics.

I've only played the one map, defeated two of the big mofo's before my little shelter was overrun but the game never felt unfair.
I look forward to it's further development and this will be one that I frequently turn to for 'a zombie apocalypse' fix.

Update: The new updates and content make this game even better.. didnt get the new weapon yet, but the 2 levels are amazingly
well done. when I read the info for this, it made it sound like included all dlc's
read fine print, doesn't include Summerset. nice dance on words
THUMBS DOWN X 2 just for that reason.
CANCELED within a few hours but don't think i can get a refund what a rip. Another tabletop adaption makes it's way to my
channel this week, and it comes from the minds behind the old Puzzle Fighter HD. The mechanics are solid as the game is
known for it's deck building elements, but can that do enough despite an interface that's lacking in several areas? Will the chips
fall into place in terms of the multiplayer and the challenge that it gives? Will you go all in on aggro, or will stay back and build
up your resources? Will I ask more silly questions in the description of the video? Come find out!

 Summary:
It's nice that there's a virtual version of the famous tabletop game, and the strategy element here has a core RPS element to it,
but it's much more complicated then that. Granted, I wish the interface was a lot better: it's servicable, but it shows its browser
based routes and some elements of it are particularly ugly. However, I found it to work a lot better then it's browser based
counterpart, as online matches were easy to find with no connectivity issues that I could see. If you can stand that, there's a fun
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core game experience here that will keep your attention in the multiplayer seen, as the different characters do play reasonably
different despite only having differences in the character chips. Good deck building mechanics that punish being too aggressive
and not thinking about your next move, while giving you reasons to not just horde buying chips. It's fun, I just wish it was better
in the end, but you can find out via the browser based version if the game is right for you (if it works).

 Gameplay Footage and Video Review: https:\/\/youtu.be\/w_E828NWyxc

 Lists:
+:

 Great strategy elements that work on a couple of levels. Good back and forth strategy that has you trying to get
two steps ahead of your opponent.

 Characters being the only unique chip aspect makes it feel like you've got a reasonable chance against anyone,
despite maybe having a strong weakness against them.

 Deck building element does a good job of punishing negative moves but also making sure that you don't go to
heavy on one strategy that can't be countered. Good Balance.

 Network elements work, matchmaking was quick and there's cross-platform which helps things out. No major
lag or latency issues as well.

 Like the Challenge mode that helps bring a little bit of thought and understanding of mechanics, even if it can
be a little confusing at times on what it truly wants you to do.
-:

 The interface and application implementation is ugly. Elements feel tacked on in terms of the interface,
and some of the text and color choices are down right bleh.

 Could have had some animations, some things to help the presentation elements of the game, as again,
it's implementation is pretty ugly.

 Doesn't save information. Even after playing a match, simple choices like who's going first reset to their
default, or the chips you've chosen reset on exiting the game. Annoying.

 Tutorial could be implemented better.

 Do wish there was some options in terms of gameplay regarding the choosing of chips in the bank,
because it would have helped some interesting issues of siding the bank to the host players advantage. .
ABANDONED!!!

There isn't much more to say at this point. Developer is not working on it and the game has not been
updated since the same month the Kickstarter failed back in Nov, 2016.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/uYSWg-MKST4. Naive twins (not really) run a farm (barely) and are so far in debt that they
exchange sexual favors for firewood and store coupons. Amazing English translation. XD

Better played with the R18 patch.
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Ok, I played 10 rounds now.... and I am so confused.
You walk through the dungeon repeatedly hitting S like an idiot in order to avoid stumbling into a trap..... like an idiot. Then I
find out you can harvest these mushrooms everywhere. I spend 20 gold identifying one.... but all the mushrooms are different
and require 20 gold to identify each.... uhm... ok not doing that anymore.

I finally get my hands on a weapon and I can kill multiple slugs and spiders in a row.... but I continue to lose health and
eventually I just die... and I have learned nothing...

What I gather is you gotta start a run and be lucky enough to not only find a weapon but also to find a ring or scroll that is
hopefully worth some gold so you can heal and continue your journey.
Maybe then you can actually unlock one of those heritages... or actually use a bow or cast a spell.... all I do is walk into enemies
so far....
Always sell your food and drink at the start. The chances of you actually surviving long enough to die of hunger or thirst are
astronomical.
Oddly enough, my first run got me over 700 points. I never got close to that again, it's still my highscore xD
For 5 bucks it's an interesting window into some interesting game culture. But I figure this must have been done better
somewhere else. I think I've had my fill of this madness.. Quite fun, you get addicted. For the ammount of entertainment, it's
worth the price I'd say.. Wood Elves, if you've heard the phrase Elf BS, then you know the Wood Elves embody this.

Basic Wood Elf info:
AG4 as per usual with elves
Best blitzer in the game (begins with Block, Dodge, Leap
Is the only Elf team with a big guy
Has only AV7 so expect a quite a few armour breaks if you get in range
Expensive players mean any death is felt hard. This game has cool visuals, great sound and nice gameplay - great game for
multiplayer. But it has one big fat con - NO ONLINE MULTIPLAYER. I think if developers ever add it, this game ups in tops
;-). X-Tension is the expansion to X Beyond The Frontier and this is where the series really really begins to take the shape we
know from the later games. Multiple starting points have been added as well as the ability to change ship at your leisure making
this a much more smooth and enjoyable experience than Beyond The Frontier.

The graphics and interface have received a major overhaul not only making the game far more pleasant to look at but also much
easier to figure out.

The addition of multiple starting points now allow you a bit of an advanced start if you have to restart as well as the ability to
specialize before the game has even started. This all goes a long way towards making learning the game a much easier
experience. Satellite control systems now means you have the ability to manage your interstellar trading empire from a distance
without the need to dock with every station you own to check on it's progress and this automation feature also helps makes the
gameplay feel much more smooth than it was in Beyond The Frontier.

A heavy duty AI improvement makes every part of the game better and the new addition of random missions gives a little
purpose to those players that aren't completely satisfied with the open and unstructured nature of the game.

This however is all just an appetizer when put against the biggest change of all. You are no longer confined to a single ship for
the entire game. In X-Tension you are allowed to change ship at a whip and practically every ship you see in the game can
flown, from the light scouts to the heavy fighters and the cumbersome traders you can now chose your ship to match your
mission and this makes the game much easier to play in a huge way.

All in all X-Tension is the game that introduced many of the concepts we now associate with the X series and in many ways it
really is the game that made the series the industry standard it has become today. It's not a game without faults but for it's time it
was a huge deal and a great game that holds many fond memories.. this game not bad but its little bit borring. This is the third
Pixel Puzzles game that I own and it's one of the best of the series, along with Undeadz. The rotation mechanic is great and I
hope to find it in future Pixel Puzzles games.

Pros
+ Rotation of puzzle pieces! = higher difficulty
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+ 25 puzzles (significantly more than Japan\/ Undeadz), longer gameplay ~16h total
+ Fun tile edges e.g. bird beaks (as in Undeadz)
+ Ingame bonuses: sorting tray, shuffling pieces +\/- collect crabs for your hints
+ Menu small bonus: minigame, art gallery, instructions
+ You can access easily puzzles with a lot of pieces and return later to smaller ones (unlike in Japan\/Undeadz)

Cons
- birds birds birds photography, no sketches, paintings etc (unlike Undeadz)
- annoying detailed texture background for the puzzle (cliffs with water) - somtimes too similar to the puzzle pieces
- ads in main menu for other games

Version 1.1.0 Gameplay Update.:
Latest update makes some changes to the gameplay which I hope will add extra enjoyment for users.

The first 1000 sectors are supposed to be pretty easy, just a warm up for the larger sectors and a chance to build up basic skills.
But I noticed most new players seemed to be finding them more difficult than intended, with very few people reaching even
sector 250.

That's a pity, because the later sectors have all kinds of fun stuff, like shuggoids, cortex guardians, mega-thanatoids, radiation
rooms...

So I'm made the following change. The "Death Evasion" skill has been changed from the first Ultra Skill (which is too
expensive for beginner players) into a much, much cheaper Health skill.

Now beginner players will be able to get the Death Evasion skill very early, which should make survival in the early sectors
much easier, since you can cheat death up to 10 times.

This doesn't really make any difference to later sectors, since you're expected to have the Death Evasion skill by that point
anyway.

I hope the change makes the game more fun for beginner players, because now you can take more risks taking on higher sectors,
and get bigger rewards in the process.. Update 1.3.2. New Gun and Bug Fixes.:
Necro Mutex now has a new gun.

The alt fire shocker attack from the flamer has been promoted to its own weapon, the Electrogun. It ranks above the rocket
launcher in terms of price. Its alt fire is a concentrated long range arc of electricity, a handy complement to the short range area
effect of the primary fire.

The Flamer has a new alt mode, blasting a rapid fire stream of incendiary grenades. Great for taking out bigger targets or
clearing areas that you can't see, just bounce some grenades in.

1.3.2 also has a number of bug fixes for issues that were introduced in 1.3.0, the two main ones being the leaderboard
sometimes not updating, and some code that wrongly saw the new maps as sign of an error.

Hope you enjoy the new gun, and let me know on the discussion page if any more bugs show up.. March 28th Promotional
Sale. 34% off for a limited time.:
To celebrate the additions made in the 1.3 updates, Necro Mutex will be discounted 34% for two weeks, starting March 28,
2019 10:00am. (US Pacific Time.)

If you were waiting to blast some weaponized undead into blood and bone slurry, now's your chance!

Sale ends April 11, 2019 10:00am.

. Gameplay Version 2 Work Has Begun.:
Today I've started work on Gameplay Version 2. This will consist of a lot of tweaks and changes, both big and small, that'll
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make the game more fun (and intense) for new players and old players alike.

The goal is to have this ready in time for the Steam Summer Sale, so it should take between 2 and 4 weeks.

Depending on how fast the coding goes, some of the things I'd like change or add are:

* Unlimited character progress, so even sector 9999 can eventually be beaten... although don't expect that to be easy or fast!
* A change to sector difficulty, so that sector number more closely matches how challenging it is.
* Some weapon changes.
* Certain thanatoid characteristics will be modified.
* A couple of new thanatoids.
* Some more story.

I may or may not have time to implement all these things, so it's a question of how much I can get done before the sale.

And if you already really like the current gameplay, don't worry. You'll have the option of playing the "original recipe" game as
it currently exists too.. Update 1.3.0. New End Game Maps.:
As the player goes to higher and higher sectors, Necro Mutex is supposed to gradually become impossible. Unfortunately, user
Kiddster didn't get the memo, and with a skillful and well honed playstyle has been thrashing tougher and tougher sectors
without problem, recently beating sector 9998, the second last sector and the last "normal" sector. (Meaning, not an escape pod
sector)

So to toughen up those final sectors, update 1.3.0 has made some changes.

Sectors 8000-8999 now either have the Low Ammo or No Ammo challenge.

Sectors 9000-9998 have been completely re-done, and now always have a shuggoid, cortex guardians, and the No Ammo
challenge. That should make them more consistently difficulty.

The Electro Flamer Alt Fire has been modified. It now takes 0.25 seconds to power down, using ammo while it does. This
doesn't make much difference when it's used in a continuous burst. However the "Tap 'n' Zap" strategy of just doing quick
bursts now uses a bit more ammo, so it's more difficult to just charge through a sector occasionally tapping the alt fire to clear a
path. "Tap 'n' Zap" is still useful, it just can't be used quite as much, especially on low ammo sectors.

[Edit: It was 1.5 seconds cool down in the original 1.3.0 update but that was probably too much, so 1.3.1 cut it down to 0.25
seconds.]

Shuggoids and Cortex Guardians have gotten a hit point buff in earlier game sectors. They start out roughly four times tougher
than they used to be, though in the upper sectors they still have the same hit points.

Shuggoids and Cortex Guardians also have some extra attacks now, firing positrons and muons respectively.

This update also includes a number of other minor tweaks and bug fixes. If any new bugs have been introduced, let me know in
the discussion forum and I'll fix them asap.

Hope you enjoy the new update.
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